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Great collector cars are still out there--just waiting to be found!Sadly, there is very little reality in
reality TV. That wouldn't be so bad except for the fact that these shows are the only TV shows for
the barn-find collector car aficionado.Barn Find Road Trip is the antidote to all the manufactured
collector "reality" shows. It's a real-world, barn-find banzai run in which auto archaeologist Tom
Cotter, his car collector pal Brian Barr, and photographer Michael Alan Ross embarked on a 14-
day collector-car-seeking adventure with no predetermined destinations. It's barn-find freestyle!
Roaming the Southeast, they documented their day-to-day car search in photos and through
stories and interviews. This trip is absolutely real and the same kind of junket any gearhead with
the skills, knowledge, and time can undertake.Cotter and company hit the road in Cotter's 1939
Ford Woody, the kind of car that opened doors and started the conversations that revealed
where interesting cars were squirreled away. The result? The discovery of over 1,000 collector
cars and some of the most amazing barn-find stories Cotter has yet unearthed, all accompanied
by Ross' evocative photography. If you love stories of automotive adventure, this is the book for
you!
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ACKNOWLEDGMENTS —To my two car-hunting buddies—Brian Barr and Michael Alan Ross—
who made this trip productive, memorable, and fun! To Zach Strait, who totally embraced the
social media platform of our trip and guided us to a number of terrific discoveries in the central
Virginia area. To friend Chuck Goldsborough, who not only turned us onto a number of really
cool finds, but arranged for us to work on our disabled Woody in his brother’s repair shop when
we were stranded in the Baltimore area. To Keith Irwin and the guys at Keith Irwin Restorations,
who have managed to keep the Woody roadworthy enough for our extended road trip. To the fine
folks at Street and Performance, who are making good on the Woody’s front belt drive system
that gave us issues on our journey. To my Motorbooks publishing crew Zack Miller, Nichole (love
the H) Schiele, Kathy Littfin, and Lara Neel, who wholeheartedly bought into the crazy concept
of searching for cars and writing about it! And to my long-suffering wife, Pat, who had to do all
the housework for two weeks.ContentsForewordIntroductionCHAPTER 1 – Friday, September
26: DAY 1CHAPTER 2 – Saturday, September 27: DAY 2CHAPTER 3 – Sunday, September 28:
DAY 3CHAPTER 4 – Monday, September 29: DAY 4CHAPTER 5 – Tuesday, September 30: DAY
5CHAPTER 6 – Wednesday, October 1: DAY 6CHAPTER 7 – Thursday, October 2: DAY
7CHAPTER 8 – Friday, October 3: DAY 8CHAPTER 9 – Saturday, October 4: DAY 9CHAPTER
10 – Sunday, October 5: DAY 10CHAPTER 11 – Monday, October 6: DAY 11CHAPTER 12 –
Tuesday, October 7: DAY 12CHAPTER 13 – Wednesday, October 8: DAY 13CHAPTER 14 –
Thursday, October 9: DAY 14Barn Find Road Trip Best–Of ListTop 10 Rules of Barn-Find
HuntingEpilogueIndexForewordHow many times have you driven down a country road and
wondered what rare car or motorcycle was in the garage, barn, junkyard, or shed you just drove
by? Lots of times, I bet. Tom Cotter, through his series of books, The Cobra in the Barn, The
Hemi in the Barn, The Vincent in the Barn, and 50 Shades of Rust, has given us a peek into
garages, barns, junkyards, and even a bedroom (easy now, it was Henry Wilkinson’s Cobra),
supporting that dream we all have of finding the car we’ve always wanted and at a price we
could afford.All of the following stories were collected through Tom’s myriad contacts, rumors,
and whispers, but now he and his cohorts have taken it to a new level. Driving his ’39 Ford
Woody (a barn find itself) on a 2,700-mile odyssey through Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland,
and Pennsylvania—and without the benefit of a television production company choreographing
the trip—they dropped in on likely candidates. Taking the Woody was a good idea, as it was a
great icebreaker and I am sure kept the guys from getting shot nosing around somebody’s
premises.Tom, along with Brian Barr and ace photographer Michael Alan Ross, found a treasure
trove of Chevys, Fords, a Cord Beverly sedan…hey! Read the book. They are all here. And the
guys did it the old-fashioned way: cruising the highways and byways and just following their
noses.Maybe this book will influence you to hit the road with the same goal. If you don’t, Tom will
beat you to that lost Cobra, Ferrari, Duesenberg, or Bugatti. To quote the ever erudite Bluto from
Animal House, you know what this means—ROAD TRIP! Enjoy the ride and savor the dream.Bill
WarnerFounder and ChairmanAmelia Island Concours d’EleganceIntroduction— BEST ROAD



TRIP EVER —For adult males of the gear-head persuasion, discovering an old car is a very
special occasion. I say male because I have not met too many women who get their jollies by
digging through mechanical trash, sneaking into barns and outbuildings, or risking tick and
snake bites in the hopes of finding a vintage vehicle. But for certain guys, an environment like
this is utopia.Perhaps there is an endorphin release, similar to the “high” that distance runners
experience when going on a long run. For hard-core, truly addicted barn-finders, “the search” is
at least as exciting as “the find,” and many times more so. As my friend Peter Egan says
regarding intensive automotive restoration, “It’s about the journey, not the destination.” After
years of wrenching to complete a restoration, enthusiasts like Peter simply sell the car into which
they have invested so much blood, sweat, and tears—and simply purchase another
project.Peter wrote this in the Foreword of The Cobra in the Barn, my first book on this subject:
“Finding that car in a barn and making it run again are as close as most car buffs will ever get to
God.”Well said.For serious car finders, it’s much the same way. The simple task of following up
on obscure leads that “might” yield a car is reason enough to waste away a perfectly good
Saturday. And actually finding the car is gear-head nirvana.I speak as one of the thoroughly
addicted. Since way before I actually held a driver’s license, I have been searching for old cars.
Perhaps it was because I showed no interest (or ability) in organized sports or education; from
grade school through high school I was more absorbed in reading my favorite monthly
magazine, Rod & Custom, than in academics or throwing a perfect pitch. Rod & Custom
featured a regular column entitled “Vintage Tin.” This column showed photos of old cars, perfect
hot-rod material, usually in deserted locations. Ford roasters, T-buckets, Woody wagons and
pickups, all looking slightly weathered, were featured in black-and-white photos. I just knew
some lucky California hot rodder would purchase one and embark on a cool project.Living on
the East Coast, I felt denied of that experience, so I started searching for old cars in my region. I
often looked out the school-bus window or rode my bicycle up and down neighborhood streets,
looking for interesting tin.During my first two years of high school, I went to a Catholic school,
Seton Hall, in Patchogue, New York. My friend, Xavier Lucena—a fellow car guy—and I would
walk the streets of Patchogue after school. Dressed in our school’s blue blazers and ties, we
knocked on doors, asking about old cars in people’s backyards. And we found a bunch; this was
45 years ago, but I still remember a blue 1940 Mercury coupe, a black 1946–48 Ford
convertible, a black ’36 Ford sedan, and a bunch of Model As.10,000 PHOTOS LATERI’ve been
very lucky in my life. As an automotive photographer, I’ve had the pleasure of working with some
of the most amazing, talented individuals.The greatest thing about this journey has been the
people—the ones who create and sweat over their passion. The designers, journalists,
photographers, collectors, and of course the enthusiasts who spend hours reading magazines
or leaning over the fence at the racetrack; we are all connected.That is why I said yes to Tom
Cotter’s crazy idea about doing a 14-day road trip in search of barn finds. Besides, rust is the
new chrome.The next thing I knew, I was standing in a field of rusty Ford Galaxies. We drove
thousands of miles, documenting cars and making new friends along the way.We saw way more



than we could ever fit in this book, and God knows there are a few stories that will remain
between Tom, Brian, and me.I saw, sat in, bumped up against, and stepped in things I never
thought would be associated with an automobile shoot. Would I do it again? In a heartbeat. It’s
experiences like these that ground and connect you to what automobiles and friendship are all
about.A barn find is more than just an abandoned car. It’s a story of who owned it, how it got
there, and why it’s still there. I encourage you to go take a road trip with a few friends. You never
know what you’ll find.Michael Alan RossWhen I was old enough for a driver’s license, my friends
Phil Braddock, Vinnie Maggio, Tommy Allen, and I would occasionally cut class and travel to
Long Island’s east end in search of old cars. My personal interest lay in 1935 to 1940 Fords,
because I liked their round body styles. But Phil preferred earlier, more angular-styled cars—
Model Ts and Model As, which he called “Squares.”I remember once Phil hollered, “Square,” as
we drove by a farm, and what he thought was an early-model car parked next to a barn; it
actually turned out to be an outhouse that somehow resembled a Model T coupe.Today, being a
longtime member of the Early Ford V-8 Club of America, my favorite column in the V-8 Times
magazine is “They’re Still Out There,” which features photos of old flathead-powered Fords that
still languish behind buildings and in fields today.Which is the purpose of this book.People
comment to me all the time that there are no old cars remaining; that they were all discovered 10
or 20 years ago. Baloney, I say. I can’t drive to the local pizza place without finding an interesting
vehicle.After an all-day trial run with my good friend, Brian Barr—where we discovered at least
10 great vehicles in Western North Carolina—I called my publisher at Motorbooks, Zack Miller,
and told him that I thought I had an idea for a new book. A true “reality” book.All the “amazing”
discoveries you see on the popular TV programs are really not too amazing after all. They have
all been thoroughly vetted by producers, weeks before the camera crews arrive. It’s all carefully
choreographed, with lighting and sound engineers all in place.I told Zack, “I’d like to write a book
based on discovering cars the old-fashioned way: going down interesting roads and knocking on
doors.”The working title of this book was Barn Find Road Trip: 3 Guys, 14 Days, 100 Cars.“Do
you think you can find 100 cars?” he asked.“I think so,” I told him. “But it’s really hard to predict.”
Convinced we had a decent idea, he gave us the go-ahead to spend 14 days documenting our
discoveries.Enjoy the next 14 chapters, one for each day. Some days were more prosperous
than others, but every day was memorable.And remember, “They’re still out there!”Tom Cotter—
A LIFETIME FULFILLED —I’ve always said my headstone will read, “Here lies Brian Barr. Racer,
Writer, Rocker.” While I have raced in amateur and vintage events and played in a rock band (35
years ago), I wasn’t sure how I would fulfill the “writer” epitaph. Thanks to Tom Cotter, I was
invited to participate in this fantastic adventure and book. In writing this, I’d say that’s close
enough!Growing up in New York, I was always California dreaming. I discovered hot rods and
sports cars along the way. My dad was a car guy and DIY mechanic. I was his willing assistant.
Both my grandfathers taught me the skills of car hunting. They were always searching for old iron
when poking around town or traveling across the countryside. I enjoyed riding with them and
hearing their stories.When Tom invited me to participate in this epic adventure, I jumped at the



chance. I spent two weeks poking though hidden treasure and anticipating the next one with a
couple of great guys. We talked cars 24/7. We met interesting people. With every turn there was
excitement and anticipation. This is what cars do; they are more than transportation. Cars are
time machines, memory makers, and rolling art, especially when viewed through the lens of
Michael Alan Ross.Tom is a great friend. We never run out of car stories to talk about, and it
seems we haven’t run out of cars to find either.Thank you Tom, Michael, and all the new friends
we met along the way!Brian BarrA Brief Note About the Stories in Barn Find Road TripCars
featured in this book might have been for sale when I wrote it in the fall of 2014. These for-sale
references were meant to be interesting tidbits about how many cars are actually still out there
and available for purchase. I am not suggesting, however, that these cars are still available, and I
am not acting as a broker for the owners.If you are interested in pursuing the purchase of any of
these cars, do not contact me. If you decide to pursue any of the cars in this book, there are
enough clues to make it possible.Thank you for your consideration.FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 26
Starting Mileage: 21,806DAY 1Ihad a bagel with chicken salad and a Snapple Iced Tea at Bagel
Bin in Huntersville, North Carolina. I’m watching my calorie intake, so I bypassed the potato
chips. My two traveling companions, Brian Barr and Michael Alan Ross, had similar sandwiches,
which, we surmised, would give us the energy for the tough journey on which we were about to
embark.It was noontime on Friday, September 26, and we had been challenged by Motorbooks
to find and document all the old cars we could in 14 days. We felt up to the task, but decided to
start our adventure with full stomachs.We decided to budget our time in four states, spending
between three and four days each in Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, and Pennsylvania. We
planned to end our trip at the Hershey, Pennsylvania, Antique Car Club of America (AACA) swap
meet and car show.In the parking lot were the two vehicles we would navigate for the next
couple of weeks: my 1939 Ford Woody wagon and a 2014 Ford Flex. Brian and I, the two
certified barn-find geeks, would drive the Woody. Michael, my photographer friend, would drive
the Flex that was kindly loaned to us by Ford Motor Company. I had the pleasure of working with
Michael in the past on the book Rockin’ Garages, co-authored by Ken Gross and me.The
Woody would be our lead car, our rolling billboard, so-to-speak, and the Flex would contain all
Michael’s photography equipment and our suitcases. With a full tank of fuel, the Woody had
21,806 miles on the odometer when we departed.Which way would we go? Didn’t know, but we
knew two things: I didn’t want to search for old cars in North Carolina because I didn’t want the
potential criticism of “discovering” cars I might have already known about in my home state, and
I wanted our tour to end at the AACA flea market two weeks later. Other than that, all bets were
off.The Three Amigos—Michael Alan Ross, Brian Barr, and Tom Cotter—with our Barn Find
Road Trip vehicles, the 1939 Ford Woody, and the 2014 Ford Flex, moments before leaving
Cotter’s driveway for the 14-day adventure.My publisher had these decals made for the side
windows of the Woody, and we had miniature versions of the decals that we gave out to
interested people en route.So after we ate our hearty sandwiches, drank our beverages, and
said goodbye to the girls behind the counter, we climbed into our vehicles and headed north on



Interstate 77. I knew we could be in Virginia in about an hour, and this way we could begin our
car hunting adventures sometime in the early to mid-afternoon time frame, rather than just use
Friday as a commuting day.It was a glorious day as we traveled north past Statesville, Harmony,
and Mt. Airy. In about one hour, we crossed the North Carolina—Virginia state line at a
wonderfully scenic region called Fancy Gap. When our country’s founders were designing the
state boundaries, they obviously decided that the flat land would become North Carolina and the
mountainous area would be Virginia. This is very unlike the Four Corners National Monument
out west; Virginia’s southern border and North Carolina’s northern border is that clear.Another 30
minutes north, as we were approaching the intersection of I-77 and I-81, Brian and I both
shouted at the same moment: “CARS!”Our Woody veered sharply to the right, with Michael in
the Flex following (sorry for the radical move, Mikey…) We both parked, probably illegally, on the
shoulder of the highway as cars and trucks passed mere feet away at 80 miles per hour. I didn’t
know if what we were doing was illegal, but it certainly was unsafe. Nonetheless, we were on a
mission to discover old cars, and this was our first find.There, on the east side of the interstate,
off in the distance, was a field of steel. Some of it was shiny, some of it dull, but all of it rusty. We
used my small binoculars, but then Brian got a little bit fancy.“Watch this,” said our expedition’s
techno-genius, as he fiddled with his iPhone. After a couple of minutes, he showed Michael and
me his screen. “I figured we’d try Google Earth!”So, we were looking at a field of vintage cars,
assisted by a satellite camera located several hundred miles above us in space. I was amazed.
And glad Brian was so technically savvy. Then, for a better view, Michael installed his telephoto
lens and confirmed that the cars in the field were, indeed, vintage tin.We needed to find a road
to that field. So Brian secured the satellite location of the field, then he pinned it on his GPS so
we could locate it from the other direction. We climbed back into our cars and continued north on
I-77 and took the very next exit onto I-81 North. We took the first exit off I-81 and figured the field
of cars couldn’t be too far away.Soon after exiting the highway, we came across a terrific series
of old mill buildings. We had to stop. Here were a bunch of buildings that had obviously been
vacant for many years. A man who passed by in a pickup truck stopped and told us it had once
been a grain mill and general store. It resembled an abandoned Western town.We wanted to
climb the fence and explore inside, but decided to respect the No Trespassing sign. We admired
a rusty old gas pump next to the general store. I imagine that before I-81 was constructed, this
might have been a popular area for locals to shop. But we had cars to find, and we needed to
keep moving in the direction of those cars in the field. On we drove.The pavement eventually ran
out, and we continued on a dusty gravel road. I had just washed and waxed the Woody a few
hours earlier, so this dust was making me slightly depressed. After rounding a few corners, and
going over a few hills, we arrived at a location that Brian said was “The Place.”There was no
mistaking it; under a carport on the left side of the road, were two Ford Galaxies, a 1964 and a
1965, in various stages of disassembly and/or restoration. To the right of the road were a few
barns with various 1960s Fords scattered about.We parked the cars. I walked up to the house
adjacent to the carport and knocked on the door. A burley man came to the door and smiled. I



was instantly relieved. “I saw your Woody drive up,” he said. “I’d like to take a look at it.” We shook
hands. The man introduced himself as Snowball Bishop, and he was instantly our friend.Clearly,
Snowball Bishop—don’t you just love his name—has been into cars his whole life.“Brother, at
one time I had 17 1940 Ford coupes,” he said. “I’d make race cars out of them. Right now all I got
are these old Fords here, some in the other building and in the field, and I got the old race car in
the other shop.”I quickly realized that our visit to Snowball’s house was not going to be a short
one. I told Snowball, “We saw your field from the interstate.” He told us that sometimes folks see
his cars from the highway and just climb over the fence and walk on in, leaving their cars sitting
on the interstate!“I’m 85-years-old, brother,” he said. “I’ve been collecting cars my whole
life.”Snowball invited us into one of his garages to see a couple of his favorite cars. He was
obviously a Ford man, and, as we would discover, an enthusiast of the 390-cubic-inch FE
engine. He lifted up the car cover and revealed a pristine, white 1964 Ford two-door
hardtop.“This one has a 390 in it with 300 horsepower,” said Snowball. “I’ve had this one since
1968.”On the way to Snowball’s in Virginia, we came upon this long-closed general store and
grain mill. We wanted to explore it, but decided to respect the No Trespassing sign.He led us to
another covered car in the garage. As he lifted the cover, it revealed another 1964 Ford, this time
a brilliant blue Galaxie. I jokingly asked him, “Is 1964 the year you were born?” He laughed and
said he wished that were the case.“Now this one here, I tore all the way [apart] about 15 years
ago,” he said. “This one here is a 390, four-speed car. I didn’t like the factory metallic blue, so I
changed it to this color. I restored this one myself.”I asked him about the cars in the field behind
his barn. “Are those cars all parts cars?”“A lot of them are parts car, but some of them out there
can be put back on their feet,” he said. “I brought in another 1963 and a 1964 just the other day.
And I bought a 1963 convertible that some other boy started on, but cancer got him, so I bought
it.”Not now, Brian! We have cars to find!Then he pointed to a 1965 Ford his son had recently
dragged home.“It’s a 1965 Ford that had been put up 18 years ago,” he said. “It’s got a solid body
on it, and it’s a 390 car. The frame is good under it. It had no engine in it, so [the owner] started
out wanting $2,000 for the car. My son Jimmy offered him $1,500 for the car, and he took it
home.”Then Snowball showed us some photos of himself as a younger man.“Is that you?” Brian
asked.“Yes, that’s me when I was racing,” he said. “I have a whole house full of them
[photos].”We parked the Woody in front of Snowball Bishop’s garage for the first barn find of our
adventure, just 90 minutes into our trip!Modified RacerApparently, Snowball had been quite a
driver on the NASCAR Modified circuit back in the day.“I’ve got my old ’37 Ford race car in the
other garage. Would you like to see it?” I thought Brian was going to burst at the seams with
excitement.As we walked toward the garage, Snowball got reminiscent. “Now this place here has
a lot of history,” he said. “I think Daddy put this building up in the 1950s. At the time, it was all we
had. We didn’t have any money back then. It’s a wonder that this old building hasn’t burned up
three or four times. We used to heat it with an old pot-belly stove that was in the corner. The only
power we had was to run a power cord from our house across the street.”Snowball Bishop has
an amazing life story. Since his wife passed away a decade ago, car people have become his



family.As he opened the door, sunlight shone on the race car that had been a part of his life for
so many years. “One time when we rebuilt that old car, we put a Chevy frame under it,” he said.I
asked when he purchased the car. He said it was so long ago he couldn’t remember. “I had so
many coupes back then, I don’t know when I bought this one. But if I’m not mistaken, I think I got
this car from the Jackson boys. I think the last time I raced it was in 1973 or 1974, I can’t
remember.”Snowball said that he built the coupe in this very garage.“Did it race with a Ford
engine?” I asked?Snowball uncovers a ’64 Galaxie, this one powered by a 390 and a four-speed.
He restored this car about 15 years ago, and decided to change the color to metallic blue. He
also owns a ’66 Galaxie two-door hardtop.Snowball told us he initially raced with a series of
modified flathead engines and usually finished in the top five against the more modern overhead-
valve Chevy engines in the 1960s. He talks proudly of a couple of Crossfire flatheads he ran.
Crossfire engines fire two sparkplugs at once. After flatheads, he tried a Holman-Moody-built
312 cubic-inch engine, then a 406 cubic-inch Ford, but ultimately decided to switch to Mopar
engines. In later years, the car ran with a 413-cubic-inch Chrysler engine with a four-speed
gearbox, but that changed when he bought a load of engines and parts from Petty Enterprises.I
thought Brian was going to burst! Snowball led us into his “race barn” to show us the 1937
Modified racer he drove until the mid-1970s.Petty Connection“I’m telling you the honest truth,”
said Snowball. “I drove up to Richard Petty’s house with my old pickup, and maybe I had $1,000
in my pocket. Old man Lee Petty was sitting there in a chair and said, ‘How are you boys getting
along?’“‘Mr. Lee,’ I said. ‘I heard you were selling some good 426 stuff, and we’re here to buy it.
We’re looking for the good Stage 3 heads and the good intakes. My 413 runs good, but it won’t
beat the Chevys anymore.’“Lee said, ‘See that pile of stuff there in the corner? There’s three
engines there and enough parts to build two more. If I’m not mistaken, there are six Stage 3
heads in there, and all sorts of camshafts, pistons, rods.’This is a barn-find scene that dreams
are made of! Snowball’s ’37 Ford Modified car is an authentic racer that has had an amazing
career on tracks throughout Virginia and North Carolina.“Richard had gone to the Hemi engine
by then, so he was selling all the 426 Wedge stuff,” said Snowball. “So Lee says, ‘What would
you give me for it? Would you give $1,000 for all that stuff in the corner?’ I said, ‘Mr. Lee, you
wouldn’t lower that just a little so I have enough money to get home, would you?’ He died
laughing and took $900 for everything.“Later I ran a 440-cubic-inch Chrysler engine in the car,”
he said. “The engine for it is out of it now and is sitting next to it on the floor. I turn it over every
week.”Before we left the old garage, Snowball told us that, besides working on the old stock car,
he also used the garage as a makeshift poker parlor.“We’d start playing cards, and about one or
two o’clock in the morning, my wife would start cutting out the lights by pulling the power cord
out of the socket up at the house. That was the time to go on home. Those were the good old
days.”Snowball is contemplating whether to restore his old coupe, which is built on a Chevy
chassis and has a 440 Mopar engine. He built this car in this very garage 50 years ago.The
Coupe Today“I don’t want to put the motor back in it until the car is painted,” he said. “I told
Jimmy, ‘Hey, you better get on the ball and get this thing painted. Daddy might not be here too



much longer. I’d like to hear that thing run again.’ You wouldn’t believe how many people tried to
buy that old car off of me. Ray Evernham wanted to buy it.”As we walked to his other garage,
Snowball said that when I-77 was built, it cut his farm in two. He said he still owns about 100
acres of land on one side, and about 39 acres on the side where his home and cars
sit.Snowball’s father had scrimped and saved and bought the farm back in the 1930s during the
Depression. He explained that he and his siblings were raised in the family’s old home place at
the lower end of the field. There used to be an old schoolhouse on the property that his mother
attended.Snowball said he acquired an additional 2-acre lot below the family property years ago,
which is where he used to keep his cars. “I used to keep that lot plum full of old cars; I had 1937,
’39, ’40 Fords up in there and plum up into the 1950s, coupes, pickups. I just phased them out;
people bought them up, and I couldn’t find no more.As we walked past my Woody, he stopped to
admire it. I told him I bought it in 1969 when I was 15 years old. He wanted to look under the
hood, but I told him I didn’t want to ruin his day.“You have a Chevy in there, don’t you?” he asked
as I reached for the hood latch.“Yes I do,” I said. “Even though I’m a Ford guy, I couldn’t say no to
this LS1 engine.”“Mmmmmm, mmmmm, that sure is sweet,” he said.The next garage, like the
previous one, was loaded with 1963 and 1964 Ford pieces: grilles, trim, emblems, headlight
doors. “I’ve got a field full of 1964 Fords. And that old house over there is filled with parts and
junk, Lord have mercy.”Huge 1963 and ’64 Ford Stash“You wouldn’t believe that they come from
everywhere looking for 1963 and 1964 Ford stuff off of me,” said Snowball. “They’ll stop over
there on the interstate and walk across the pasture to find me. They’ll say, ‘We didn’t know how
to get here.’“I sell the boys some things, because you can’t find these old parts anymore. I’ve
sold Larry McClure a lot of stuff over the years. He’s the boy who owned the [NASCAR] team
that Sterling Marlin and Ernie Irvan drove for. He has some old Fords and was restoring some
old Galaxies back. He called me the other day and was looking for a console and a set of bucket
seats for an XL.Snowball’s son recently dragged home this 1965 Ford Galaxie. He paid $1,500
and hopes to restore the car, which was originally powered by a 390.“I sell cars and parts when I
can. I try to help the boys out. If I got it, I’ll let you have it. If I don’t have it, they’ll just have to go
on down the road to someone else.”We walked toward a newer, steel building. Snowball said
that he recently had it constructed for some of his nicer cars.As we raised the door, our eyes
instantly went toward a beautiful 1963 Ford Galaxie convertible.“It came from North Wilkesboro,”
said Snowball. “I guess I’m the second owner on it. Everybody who sees this sharp old ’63 wants
to buy it. It is a factory four-speed car, and it is unrestored.“I bought it about five years ago. I
bought it from a boy named Jimmy Williams who had a stroke, and because it’s a four-speed
car, he couldn’t shift it anymore, so I went over and bought it from him.”Then Snowball told us we
could walk down into the field and look at his other cars.Talk about a big powerplant! Obviously
this 1964 Ford has been parked in Snowball’s field for a long, long time.— FORDS IN THE
FIELD —“There’s a landmark out there,” he said. “It’s a 1964 XL that was parked there in 1972 or
1973. It’s a tree car!” There was a mature tree coming out of where the engine used to be! Talk
about a power plant…Before we said goodbye, I took my notepad and made a count of just how



many cars Snowball had in total, in his garages and in the field. I might have missed one or two,
but it breaks down this way: there’s his 1937 Ford modified car, a 1957 Ford, 16 1963 Fords, 26
1964 Fords, 3 1965 Fords, 2 1963 or 64 Mercury Montereys, 2 1966-ish Ford Thunderbirds, and
a few other non-Fords scattered about.That totals about 60 cars. When I told Snowball the
number, he said: “I had over 100 at one time.”Obviously this ’64 Ford hasn’t been parked for
quite as long as the other. A smaller tree seems to be coming out of where the four-barrel
carburetor would rest.You say you need a hubcap? Snowball has stacks of them for many 1960s
and 1970s Fords.A Mercury sandwich. This 1963 Mercury Monterrey two-door is surrounded by
a pair of 1963 Fords on the left, and a pair of 1964 Fords on the right.
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Verla Scott, “... husband has read other books by this author and loved them. When he saw an
ad for this .... My husband has read other books by this author and loved them. When he saw an
ad for this one he just had to have it. The book is well written and presented well. He carries it
with him to doctor's appointments etc and is happily occupied in the various waiting rooms.”

SouthTexasGal, “Christmas Gift. Bought this for an uncle for Christmas a few years back and he
enjoyed it.”

Brad H, “Unexpected Treasures and Collections. Once again, Tom Cotter navigates America's
rural back roads to investigate forgotten collections and neglected treasure located far off of the
beaten path. Along with his personal style of writing that only Tom can produce, the wonderful
high resolution full color photography helps put Tom's words into a rich perspective.”

Breezee, “Great gift for the right person. This item was a successful gift. I did not have a chance
to look through it, but the recipient called to tell me how much he was enjoying it.”

T. Schick, “Bedside reading. Great bedside book. I liked reading a few sections as I settled in for
the night.  Loved the photos and stories of all of the old cars found in the eastern U.S.”

Kirstie L. Bushnell, “Good read. I bought the book for my brother's birthday.  He really enjoyed it.”

Harriet, “nice book!. very interesting book, well written, good pictures”

Fred T., “Great Book. Great book love it .”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. It is a good "read", in addition to the very good content.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “It wasn't what I expected. Some interesting stories, .... Fantastic. Wish I
was there with them.”

The book by Tom Cotter has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 80 people have provided feedback.
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